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us as we welcome

May 14, 2022
Shabbat Morning Services, 10:00 AM 

followed by a Kiddush lunch

She is the former head speechwriter for 
First Lady Michelle Obama and was also a 
speechwriter for President Barack Obama. 

She has authored a new book, Here All Along: 
Finding Meaning, Spirituality, and a Deeper 

Connection to Life — In Judaism (After Finally 
Choosing to Look There). 

TLK Institute for Jewish Connection gives 
our community an opportunity for learning, 

inspiration, and connectedness.

It honors the legacy of 
Tobee, z”l and Leonard, z”l, Kaplan.

Author
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inadvertent “sin” of forgetting or omitting 
Sisterhood Shabbat D’var Torah 

By Buffie Longmire-Avital

con’t page 14

My husband, Nadav, is not 
quite a Jeopardy fanatic, 
but he is closing in on that 
distinction. It has now 
become an Avital tradition 
to stop all things and watch 
as a family, the iconic game 
show -- where you either 
leave feeling like you’re a 
genius or questioning how 

you made it through all the levels of your education 
and training so far. Jeopardy has done a pretty good 
job of mixing up genres and knowledge areas and 
recently has, I assume intentionally, begun asking 
questions that center African American or Black 
History.

Just this week in the science category, contestants 
were asked to identify an African American woman 
scientist who Ken Jennings referred to as a “hidden 
figure.” No one dared to take a guess, and when the 
camera spanned to the contests all of them shrugged 
their shoulders. I sat in complete shock watching 
this; how could a trio of intellectuals in all things not 
know Katherine Johnson – a mathematician, who 
was instrumental in getting the U.S. – via NASA to the 
moon. The game continued, but I sat back disengaged 
and instead started processing how a woman of 
such profound historical and scientific importance 
could continue to go unknown. In reflecting on 
Katherine Johnson, my thoughts also strayed to 
Henrietta Lacks. An African American woman from 
Maryland, with little economic means whose cancer 
cells, taken without informed consent, would become 
the bio cellular origin for most of modern medicine, 
including vaccines. For decades scientists used her 
cellular material, dubbed as HeLa cells, without any 
knowledge of her tragic loss of life.

As a research psychologist my work focuses on 
studying the often-ignored stories and experiences of 
historically marginalized racial communities, usually 
Black American women. As the director of Elon’s first 
equity initiative, The Black Lumen Project, I lead the 
charge in uncovering and spotlighting the history 
Elon has conveniently forgotten or ignored. And so, 
when I read this Shabbat’s parsha and began to think 
about this Women’s Shabbat, I was struck with a 
two-part question: (1) When we as a Jewish people 
and community forget and/or omit people, things, or 

events are we committing an unintentional sin? And 
(2) if this s a sin, then how do we atone for it?  

In an attempt to answer these questions, I must 
acknowledge and offer my own omission or 
convenient forgetting. 

Many of you know, I converted to Judaism. I have 
shared in another D’var that meeting my now 
husband and embracing his desire, as well as vision, 
for a Jewish family were the driving catalysts for 
my decision to pursue conversion. But what hardly 
anyone knows is that Judaism was not new to me 
or my family when I met Nadav. I am the youngest 
grandchild of Ruby Pace Brown. Ruby, along with my 
grandfather were born and raised about 45 minutes 
away from here in Danville, VA. Ruby grew up in a 
small home that was purchased by her mother through 
a plan that allowed her to put down 50 cents a month 
until she paid for it. Ruby had more schooling than 
my grandfather. She was able to complete her high 
school degree in the late 1930s before they joined the 
great migration of African Americans looking for better 
opportunities in the north. She and my grandfather 
found their way to the lower Eastside of Manhattan 
and in a small 2.5 bedroom apartment they raised 4 
kids; plus one more 20 twenty years later.

Like many Black men during the 
1940s and 1950s, opportunities 
and access to employment 
were limited. My grandfather 
spent much of his time on the 
road, or I should say the train 
tracks working as a cook and 
sometimes a Pullman Porter on 
the railways. This meant that 
my grandmother was solely in 
charge of raising and guiding 

four kids. One task she took very seriously, was their 
religious education, exposure, and spiritual growth. 
Religiosity for many in the Black community has been 
historically viewed as a foundation for resilience 
despite racial oppression. My grandmother, so I am 
told, always valued religion and faith. Her religious 
community in Danville was central to who she was. 
Her religious community in Danville was not Christian, 
it was Jewish, or specifically, Hebrew Israelite. The 
religion, which reflects a Black Judaism ideological 
fusion of the “tenets of Judaism” with some Black 
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sisterhood shabbat donations
This year, Sisterhood Shabbat was dedicated to the women that started 
Beth David Synagogue. The day focused on the women that came before  
in addition to helping the women in our community today. 

More than 100 people attended and participated in the service and 
dropped off donations for women’s philanthropies throughout the month. 
Many of the donations will be distrubted by the Police Department to 
women in need.

A big thank you to Vivian Sheidler for organizing the event, to Sidney Gray 
for encouraging the theme, and to The Gray Family for sponsoring the 
kiddush luncheon.

cooking around the jewish world
Eating new foods with friends, what’s not to like? Close to 70 people from the community gathered on 
February 24 for the Cooking Around the Jewish World event with Ron Hampton and his daughter, Corie. 
They shared family recipes from the Nash Didan Community in Iran.

“We enjoyed sharing our family recipes with the community and hearing what they thought about the 
different foods,” said Corie.

In addition to learning how to make the dishes and tasting them, Ron Hampton shared stories of growing 
up in Iran and what it was like to move to the United States.

“Hearing Ron tell his almost unbelievable life story was enriching and fascinating. After two years of being 
separated from one another and community, it was just what I needed - learning about how the Jewish 
community in Iran, Israel, and the U.S. supported a Jewish teenager who left his family and everything he 
knew in order to create a better life for himself,” said event co-chair, Rachel Wolf.

Participants were able to try the foods and take home all of the recipes.

Greensboro Police Neighborhood Resource Officer LaTonya Guy accepts 
Sisterhood Shabbat centerpieces.

Alana Teichman and 
Barbara Teichman

Rabbi Ben-Gideon with  
Ron and Corie Hampton

Rachel Pront and 
Buffie Avital

Co-Chairs, Rachel 
Wolf and Alina 
Spaulding, assist 
Corie in preparing 
the Walnut Soup

Ron Hampton 
disussing the 
history of Nash 
Didan while Corie 
prepares a dish.
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The week after Passover is a very solemn period in 
Israel, but it ends in a big celebration.

We observe Yom HaShoah, Holocaust Remembrance 
day, on 27 of Nissan. This date marks the anniversary 
of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising. Then a week after on 
4 Iyar is Yom Hazikaron, Memorial Day for the fallen 
Israeli soldiers  and civilian victims of terrorism.  The 
next day is Yom Ha’Atzmaut, Independence Day. 
This day commemorates the date David Ben-Gurion 
declared the rebirth and independence of the state of 
Israel in 1948.

Yom HaShoah and Yom Hazikaron start at the 
evening before with flags lowered to half mast. By 
law, public and entertainment places are closed.  
Memorial candles are lit at home.

On Yom HaShoah at 10:00am a siren signals the start 
of two minutes of silence. People stop everything. 
Driving on highways ceases. People get out of their 
cars and stand in silence, showing respect. The main 
memorial ceremony takes place at Yad VaShem. 
Many other ceremonies also take place at schools 
and throughout communities. In the last ten years, a 
new custom, called “Memory on a sofa,” has started 
where people gather in homes and a survivor or a 
survivor’s children tell their stories. 

Yom Hazikaron starts on the eve of the day at 8:00 

in the evening with a siren. Like on Yom HaShoah, 
public places are closed, memorial candles are 
lit, and the flags are lowered to half mast. Regular 
programs on TV are changed to show stories of the 
wars and soldiers. The next day at 11:00am a siren 
goes off and the same rituals happen again. The 
main ceremony is at the Western Wall though many 
ceremonies happen in army cemeteries and schools. 
This day is very important among Israelis. Since, 
Israel is a very small country, most have served in 
the army, or have a connection with people who were 
killed during their military service. 

At 8:00 in the evening the Yom Hazikaron ends 
and Yom Ha’Atzmaut begins. A special ceremony 
happens on Mount Hertzel. The flag is raised and fire 
works end the ceremony. The next day is celebrated 
among families and friends with barbecues and 
picnics where the Israeli flag is displayed everywhere. 
The switch from Yom Hazikaron to Yom Ha’Atzmaut 
is very difficult but it represents the life in Israel. The 
happiness and sorrow are intertwined.

It is our duty to remember the six million who were 
murdered during the Holocaust, the price paid for the 
country by these soldiers who are not with us, and to 
celebrate our independence and the existence of the 
state of Israel.

from the shoah to rebirth
By Pnina Fogel
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Books are back! Beth David was proud to host its 
annual book sale in March after a 2 year COVID 
hiatus.  Hundreds of shoppers from all over the 
east coast flocked to find deals and rare editions. 
The sale could not have been possible without our 
congregation. 

Dozens of volunteers spent hours making the event 
happen. Throughout the year, volunteers came 
regularly to sort and pack more than 20,000 books. 
Then closer to the book sale date, congregants setup 
the entire book sale in under 3 hours. 

During the three day sale, even more Beth David 
volunteers assisted shoppers by helping to locate 
books and checking out. When the sale closed, Men’s 

Club came that night to clean up the social hall, pack 
the unsold books, and store them for future sales.

In addition to volunteers from Beth David, Boy Scout 
Troup #118 helped move books from the storage 
shed into the social hall. Their work and dedication to 
the community is incredible.

A huge Yasher Koach goes to Debra Kaufman for her 
tireless efforts in chairing this year-round project and 
to Hal Pines for assisting Debra throughout the year. It 
is heartwarming to see everyone back in the building 
together, working while having fun, and helping one 
of Beth David’s biggest fundraisers of the year come 
back with a boom.

book sale ‘22 made possible by you

Joan Gould, Vivian Sheidler,  
Sig Gould

Jason and Vicki Cathcart Mia Bochkis and Eliott Gould

purim fun for everyone

Lee Bretan and Gail BretanEllen Levin and Mankie Fedler

Shiralee Pront

Purim 2022 was a success. More than 100 people attended the Carnival, Dinner, and Megillah reading. 
This year Anschel Weiss taught seven congregants how to read from the Megillah Esther. Congratulations 
to Lew Weinstock, Vivian Sheidler, Joan & Sig Gould, Corie Hampton, Jenny Kaiser, and Jason Cathcart.
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be inspired. be together. 
a vision for community

Being inspired takes many forms. 
It could be spending moments with 
friends or self-reflecting or hearing 
someone speak about what inspires 
them. Maybe it’s all three. 

When Covid restrictions started to 
lift, Randall Kaplan, Larry Appel, Anita 
Hyman, and Rabbi Joshua Ben-Gideon 
had a thought, what if we could 
create inspiring Shabbat Weekends 
that would reconnect The Beth David 
Community? That moment was the 
genesis of The TLK Institute for Jewish Connection 
(TLK), honoring the legacy of Randall’s parents,  
Tobee, Z”l, and Leonard, Z”l, Kaplan.

“I like being inspired,” said Randall Kaplan, ”I like 
learning from brilliant teachers, Rabbis, philosophers. 
I know others do as well.” Each TLK Shabbat will bring 
something special to Beth David. “There’s nothing 
more fulfilling then hearing someone talk about the 
thing that is most meaningful in their lives.” Rabbi 
Joshua Ben-Gideon agreed that the cure for isolation 
was something that would bring us all back together.

There is an educational aspect to the Institute as 
well. Kaplan sees that inspiration only comes when 
someone truly learns and grows. TLK guests will 
speak to the application of Judaism in Jewish Life. 
“We want people that are scholars or thought leaders 
for whom having them here will help the community 
learn,” Kaplan added. Growing as a community will 
strengthen Beth David overall. 

The community aspect is important to the success of 
the Institute. “I want the congregation to get the same 
feeling like after a simcha.” Just like at a B’nai Mitzvah, 
the congregation will be invited to stay for a special 
Kiddush Lunch. Kaplan’s hope is that they are inspired 
and reconnect with each other. 

Rabbi Ben-Gideon and Kaplan see the wonderful 
Jewish life already in Greensboro. “In larger cities, they 
often have speakers like these. I want to try and bring 
that special service to Greensboro,” said Kaplan. Rabbi 
Ben-Gideon is excited about the Institute and what it 
will mean for Beth David. “World class thinkers and 
scholars combined with a world class Kiddush will 
help pull people back to being in community in person 
and remind them of the uplifting and healing power 

of Shabbat morning at shul.” The 
Institute will only enhance the 
community and give an extra feature 
multiple times per year. 

Rabbi Ben-Gideon is anticipating the 
first TLK Institute Shabbat to have a 
huge turn out. It will be on Saturday, 
May 14 and feature author Sarah 
Hurwitz. “What I am looking forward 
to most is sitting and catching up  
with the Beth David family in our 
Bernard, Z”l, and Nancy Gutterman 

Sanctuary and Berkelhammer Family Social Hall, 
especially during Kiddush.” The inaugural TLK Kiddush 
Lunch is graciously sponsored by Norman and Sylvia 
Samet.

Kaplan believes his parents would love the Institute. 
“The most important thing to them was the continuity 
of the Jewish People, strength as a community, and 
for us to be knowledgable and inspired Jews,” Tobee, 
z”l, and Leonard, z”l, loved the Greensboro Jewish 
Community and had a history of supporting Jewish 
causes around the world. Kaplan said they would 
whole heartily support anything that strengthened 
Jews individually or as a community.

The tag line of the TLK Institute for Jewish Connection 
explains it all, “Be Inspired. Be Together.” The 
inspiration comes from the array of authors, scholars, 
and thought leaders scheduled to speak. The 
togetherness comes from the community experiencing 
the inspiration as one and sharing in a plentiful 
Kiddush Lunch. Rabbi Ben-Gideon is “excited to feel 
the energy in the room and see the spark of life and 
Godliness in so many faces.” Kaplan’s hope “is that 
everyone will leave the Kiddush Luncheon saying ‘I 
really got something from that.’”

TLK Institute for 
Jewish Connection  

honors the legacy of  
Tobee, z”l, and 

Leonard, z”l, Kaplan
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religious life committee  
policy changes

Submitted by Beth Socol

The Religious Life Committee has met regularly over 
the past year and has arrived at a couple of decisions 
on behalf of the congregation. 

With the rabbi, we studied the nature of head 
coverings for women in Jewish tradition and 
the congregation’s previous policy of requiring 
women to cover their heads when on the bima. 
Hopefully, everyone had the opportunity to read the 
rabbi’s thoughtful column on this issue in the last 
bulletin. This decision is based on the need for all 
congregants to demonstrate respect for God, Yirat 
HaShamayim, when on the bima. Here is the text of 
the decision: 

Women and Head Coverings While On the Bimah 

• Women who choose not to wear a tallit or tefillin 
are still bound by the expectation to cover 
their heads when going onto the bimah for any 
purpose.

• Women who wear a tallit and, when appropriate, 
tefillin may choose whether to cover their heads 
while on the bimah. 

• Men are still expected to wear a head covering in 
the sanctuary, even while wearing tallit or tefillin.

• The Halacha of women’s participation in the 
public ritual life of the bimah, i.e. Torah reading, 
davening, etc., may grow and change to reflect a 
different consensus. If it does, we will reconsider 
the issue. 

The second policy was created in answer to concerns 
raised regarding pets in the building, particularly the 
sanctuary and chapel. It states: 

Pets and Animals In Beth David Synagogue 
Communal Gathering Spaces 

Any service animal (defined as an animal 
specifically trained to perform work for a person 
with a disability) while actively assisting its owner, 
is permitted in the building, including the chapel 
and the sanctuary, at any time, including during 
services. Other then as described above, no animal 
is permitted in any communal gathering space 
inside the synagogue building. 

We hope that our members will respect this 
decision and refrain from bringing pets into the 
building’s communal spaces, which are defined as 
the sanctuary, chapel, social hall, hallways, etc. No 
member of our committee, or the staff, wants to be 
put in the position of asking someone to remove their 
pet from the building.

Review of Haftorot

Currently, we are also studying the choice of haftarot 
now that we have moved to a triennial cycle of 
Torah readings. With the overall goal of smooth 
and timely services, we have reviewed the need to 
shorten haftorahs while ensuring an appropriate 
connection to the Torah reading of the week. Rabbi 
Ben-Gideon continues to educate the committee on 
an RA (the governing board of Conservative rabbis) 
policy regarding the changing of haftarot on a given 
Shabbat. 

As always, please feel free to reach out to any of 
the committee if you have questions, thoughts or 
suggestions! 
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There is a famous Yiddish 
story about a poor man, 
Moishke, who lives in 
Prague. Moishke and his 
wife, Esther, long for a better 
life, yet opportunity never 
seems to present itself. One 
night, Moishke was startled 
from his sleep by the most 

vivid dream he had ever dreamt. He saw in his dream, 
clear as day, a treasure of gold, hidden in the guard 
house of the bridge just around the corner.
It was so real that it took him a long time to calm 
himself down enough to return to sleep.
Yet no sooner was Moishke comfortably asleep again 
than the dream returned. Only this time it was even 
more vivid. And so his night went until he woke up for 
the fourth time. Each time the dream seemed more and 
more real. 
Figuring he had not much to lose, he got out of bed, got 
dressed and marched over to the guard house. 
Moishke approached the guard and told him his story. 
With a hesitant voice the guard asked him his name. 
“Moishke” he replied. The guard then told him his own 
tale, “My name is Pavel, and I too have had a repeating 
dream this night. Only in my dream, the treasure was in 
the oven of a Jew named Moishke!”
Together the men ran back to Moishke and Esther’s 
home, opened the oven and what do you know, there it 
was, a large treasure of gold. 
This famous Yiddish story highlights a spiritual truth 
that clearly has been with the Jewish people and 
humanity for a long time. Oftentimes the solution to 
our problems, like the treasure of gold in the story, is 
right in front of our eyes and we just don’t recognize 
it. Somehow we can’t recognize it for what it is—the 
answer to our prayers. 
We are all like Moishke and Esther. The isolation and 
loss we have suffered through Covid has us searching 
for better times, and for that feeling of normal to which 
we hope to return. We seek healing for our individual 
and communal souls. 
By every measure the mental and emotional health of 
our community and our nation is depleted. One path 
to ending these feelings of isolation and malaise is to 

return to and re-engage IN PERSON with our community. 
Each minyan, each Shabbat morning offers us all the 
unique opportunity to connect with each other for a 
higher purpose and on a deeper level. Each time we do it 
feels like one step forward. Like Moishke and Pavel we 
often need the help of another. We are all blessed that 
we can find them sitting next to us in shul. 
We are searching for answers and we are so very 
blessed to have in our community many generous 
people who recognize the richness and potential of our 
community, and one in particular who recognizes that 
returning to community is exactly what we all need.
With this vision, Randall Kaplan established the TLK 
Institute, the right thing at the right time. Named in 
honor of his parents who taught him the value of 
community, TLK funds world class speakers on Shabbat 
while another group of donors are pairing these 
speakers with special Kiddush lunches, so don’t make 
plans for after shul. 
Every minyan, every Shabbat, is an opportunity to 
reconnect and to heal. Every month since we  returned 
to in person Shabbat services, we have witnessed a 
steady increase in our communal energy. Week by week, 
month by month, the momentum continues to build. 
These TLK institute Shabbatonim will be a turbo boost 
to our growth as a vibrant and enriching community. 
On May 14th we will welcome Sarah Hurwitz, our first 
TLK Institute speaker. She was already an incredibly 
talented and successful person when she served as 
a speechwriter for President Obama—a position that 
many would consider the pinnacle of her profession. 
Despite the success, Sarah knew that something was 
missing from her life,  but not what it was. She went 
looking for answers and eventually found them in a 
surprising place. As in the story of Moishke and Esther, 
the answer was there all along. Sarah’s Judaism was 
there for her, but she just hadn’t seen its potential as a 
solution to what was missing in her life. 
The rabbis teach us that a joyful Shabbat is a taste of 
Olam HaBah, the world to come. I look forward to seeing 
you on  Shabbat as we inch closer and closer to normal, 
and especially on May 14th, as we learn with Sarah 
Hurwitz, sing and eat together, and kibitz about life–all 
of the things that make Jewish life so special. 

rabbi’s message
By Rabbi Joshua Ben-Gideon

helping each other to be present
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president’s message
By Lewis Weinstock

We are all familiar with 
the cycle of holidays on 
the Jewish calendar. As 
I write this article, many 
of us are completing 
the nationwide canvass 
for basic and innovative 
Kosher-for-Pesach 
products. From Harris 
Teeter to Fresh Market 

to Wegman’s to trips/orders from Atlanta, 
Washington DC, Chicago, and New York, the 
quest is an annual ritual.

Somewhat like the Jewish calendar, Beth 
David’s operations follow a predictable 
schedule. One of our springtime rituals is 
preparing for the Annual Congregational 
Meeting which will be held in the Social Hall 
on Wednesday, May 25, at 7:30 pm. At this 
meeting, we will present and vote on the 
proposed 2022/2023 budget and slate of 
officers and trustees, both of which were 
approved by the Board of Trustees at the 
March and April meetings, respectively.  
Please check your mail for the materials 
about these agenda items and the meeting in 
general.

For those of you who recall my comments 
from the Bimah on the evening of Kol Nidre, 
I mentioned the goal of insuring that our 
Board members represent the diversity of our 
congregational family, and that we support 
an inclusive process where the benefits 
and opportunities of Board membership 
are widely known. The proposed Board 
slate was developed through the joint 
efforts of the nominating committee (Past 
President, President, President-Elect), staff 
recommendations, and input from current 
Board members. While this process has 

served us well, I would like to build on that 
success in the future.

I would like to develop an in-house leadership 
program where members can learn more 
about the challenges facing Beth David as 
well as the structure of our committees and 
Board.  There are so many opportunities for 
our talented congregants to contribute to 
Beth David’s success, but we need to improve 
on our communications and outreach so 
that these talents are identified and matched 
to appropriate positions. We need to start 
casting a wider net to ensure our leadership 
team evolves in a manner consistent with Beth 
David’s challenges in particular as well as the 
Conservative movement in general.

Until this leadership program takes shape, 
please feel free to contact me or approach 
any Board member with your questions about 
current activities. Even as our new Board is 
installed for 2022/2023, we will be keeping 
an eye out for new committee members and 
chairs as well as future candidates for Board 
participation. Don’t sit back and wait to be 
discovered; raise your hand and be counted.

Looking forward to seeing you at our Annual 
Meeting.

L’Hitraot,  
Lewis Weinstock 
President@bdgso.org

raise your hand and be counted
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membership
MAZAL  TOV AND CONDOLENCES

Mazal Tov to
• Cheryl & Mark Davidowitz on the birth of their 

grandson Benjamin “Benny” Leo McClanahan born 
March 2.

• Robin and Rob z”l Skirboll on the birth of  
their grandson Robert “Robbie” Jude Nisenson 
born Sunday, February 13, 2022, to Julie and 
Daniel Nisenson.

Our Condolences to
• Jane (Mike) Schneck Nichols, on the death of her 

brother, Ira Alan Gold, z”l on March 27.
• Yocheved (Noe) Katz on the death of her mother, 

Rosemarie Anchipolovsky, z”l on March 7.
• David (Sue) Polinsky on the death of his father, 

Eugene Polinsky / Yehuda ben Avraham &  
Hashka, z”l on February 14.

new member spotlight
Kathleen Fitzgerald joined Beth David in February 2022, following her 
official Conservative declaration in December 2021.  She had been actively 
participating in Beth David programs since 2020, including the Book Sale, Torah 
study, Sisterhood, and attendance at Shabbat services. Having grown up in 
Scranton, PA and spending formative years in Arizona and Washington, D.C., she 
moved to Greensboro 11 years ago to be near her parents.  She jokingly calls 
herself a ‘DOSINK’: dog-owner, single, no kids! She has degrees in aeronautical 
science and industrial organizational psychology. She is a Training Program 
Manager for NASA.  In her spare time, she serves as a volunteer for Equine 
Therapy and the Red Cross. Kathleen has been culturally Jewish her whole life. 
Everything you need to know about her/the core of who she is on the necklace 
she wears. A small charm says a simple word: V’ahavta. That is where her heart 
has always been, where it’s at, and where it will go.

b’nai mitzvah
We will celebrate the Bat Mitzvah of Sophia LeBauer, daughter of Andra and 
Aaron LeBauer, on Saturday, May 7. Sophia attends B’nai Shalom day school 
and has been part of the B’nai community since she was a toddler. She is proud 
of her Judaism and is excited to celebrate her Bat Mitzvah with the community. 
Sophia is a great friend, amazing daughter, and inspires all. She loves creating 
digital art, talking with friends, and volunteering. Please join us in celebrating 
Sophia as she is called to the Torah as a Bat Mitzvah.
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calendar
SUNDAY, MAY 1 
Ice Cream Truck & Gift 
Shop Opening; 1:00 pm

WEDNESDAY, MAY 4 
Yom Hazikaron 
Community Yom 
Ha’Atzmaut Program at 
Beth David; 7:00 pm

THURSDAY, MAY 5 
Yom Ha’Atzmaut

SATURDAY, MAY 7 
Bat Mitzvah of  
Sophia LeBauer

SUNDAY, MAY 8 
Mother’s Day

SATURDAY, MAY 14 
TLK Series featuring 
Sarah Hurwitz

THURSDAY, MAY 19 
Lag B’Omer

FRIDAY, MAY 20 
Shabbat at Home

SUNDAY, MAY 22 
Community Mitzvah Day 
at Beth David; 
9:15 am breakfast

WEDNESDAY, MAY 25 
Congregational Meeting; 
7:30 pm

SUNDAY, MAY 29 
Yom Yerushalayim

MONDAY, MAY 30 
Memorial Day;  
Office Closed

SATURDAY, JUNE 4 
Erev Shavuot 
Tikkun Liel Shavuot;  
7:30 pm

SUNDAY, JUNE 5 
Shavuot

MONDAY, JUNE 6 
Shavuot; Office Closed

SUNDAY, JUNE 19 
Father’s Day

RECURRING PROGRAMS

SERVICE TIMES

WEDNESDAY
Hebrew School, 4:30 pm 
Melton Class, 7:00 pm

THURSDAY
Out of the Garden 
(May 5, June 2),  
Western Guilford Middle 
School, 11:45 am 

Torah Study, 7:00 pm

FRIDAY
Fabreng-In Shabbat,  
5:00 pm

SATURDAY
Talmud Study, 9:00 am

SATURDAY
Hebrew High 
May 1, 15; 4:30 pm

SHABBAT SERVICE TIMES
Friday, 5:45 pm
Saturday, 10:00 am

MORNING MINYAN TIMES
Thursday, 7:00 am

EVENING MINYAN TIMES
Sunday, 5:45 pm
Monday, 5:45 pm
Tuesday, 5:45 pm
Wednesday, 5:45 pm
Thursday, 5:45 pm

May 6 - 7: Parshat Kedoshim 
Candle lighting 7:53 pm 
Havdalah 8:54 pm

May 13 - 14: Parshat Emor 
Candle lighting 7:59 pm 
Havdalah 9:00 pm

May 20 - 21: Parshat Behar 
Candle lighting 8:04 pm 
Havdalah 9:05 pm

May 27 - 28: Parshat Bechukotai 
Candle lighting 8:10 pm 
Havdalah 9:10 pm

June 3 - 4: Parshat Bamidbar 
Candle lighting 8:14 pm 
Havdalah 9:15 pm

June 10 - 11: Parshat Nasso 
Candle lighting 8:18 pm 
Havdalah 9:18 pm

June 17 - 18: Parshat Beha’alotcha 
Candle lighting 8:21 pm 
Havdalah 9:21 pm

June 24 - 25: Parshat Sh’lach 
Candle lighting 8:22 pm 
Havdalah 9:22 pm

SHABBAT SCHEDULE

This information may change as dates approach. For 
the most complete and bethdavidsynagogue.org and 

check our email announcements.

may june

ON THE COVER
Author Sarah Hurwitz, speaker at the innagural  

TLK Institute for Jewish Connection Event
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our beth david family
MAY BIRTHDAYS
1 Lori  Attias
 Stephen Hyman
 Jamie Kolb
 Teresa Loebenberg
 Leah Paskin
2 Benjamin Kahn
 Keith Kessler
 Frances Moff
 Robin Skirboll
3 Alan Bardy
 Ken  Miller
 Fred Newman
4 Lois Mezer
5 Kenneth Greene
 Robert Levin
 Kendra Ross
6 Jason Pront
 Leeor Sabbah
7 Janis Fields
 Shelley Segal
8 Cheryl Davidowitz
 Arnold Grandis
 Marc Samet
9 Scott Kaplan
10 Susan Kusnitz
 Eliot Lewit
12 Ellen Fischer
13 Esther Leise
 Jane Nichols
14 Kevin Bauersfeld
 Douglas Levine
 Phyllis Shavitz
15 Wendy Massey
 Adam Thomas
17 Katy Claussen
 Joseph LeBauer
 Roberta Mann
19 Yocheved Katz
 Arthur Samet
 Freddy Weinberg
20 Laurie Katz
21 Karen Bauersfeld
 Steve Cohen
 Samantha Coran
 Erick Ellsweig
 Eliana Herman
22 Doug Dodd
 Marshall Tuck
23 Noam Ben-Gideon

23 Nancy Brenner
24 Ekaterina Vapne
26 Neil Kaye
27 Kim Ellsweig
 Anne Waranch
28 Adele Harris
 Barry Kaiser
 Jack Kaplan
 Mark Miller
 Eva Turner
30 Jacob Haislip
 Rosalyn Robbins
 Joyce Shuman
31 David Delman
 Rita Snow

MAY  ANNIVERSARIES 
1 Richard & Polly Strasser
4 Alyssa & Daniel Gatto
12 Jeffrey &  
 Laura Friedman
15 Norman & Sylvia Samet
16 Alan & Arlene Bardy
17 Andrew & Erica Herman
 Ari & Laura Hausman
19 Dassi & Alan Sklan
 Rob & Sue Stevens
22 Joseph & Anna Starobin
 Kevin & Isanne Ossey
24 Hal & Kathe Pines
 Herb Baum &  
 Kathleen Whitmire
28 Jeff & Shelley Segal
29 Charles & Gail Bretan

JUNE  BIRTHDAYS
1 Paula Becker
 Rosie Gray
 Maddox Gray
 John Roberts
2 Robert Shuman
3 Edward Lurey
5 Jordan Cathcart
 Leonard Kaplan
 Sandra Kaye
 Josef Silverman
 Lynn Zimmerman
6 Robin Lecin
7 Boaz Avraham-Katz
 Orabelle Pront

 Ellen Samet
8 Ezra Haskell-Gibbs
 Mollie Lafferman
10 William Cassell
 Marilyn Chandler
 Annette Davis
 Robert Weinstein
11 Michele Haber
 Lev Hausman
12 Ryder Garcia
 Edgar Jerins
 Shiralee Pront
 Freddy Robinson
13 June Bergstein
 Eliana Claussen
14 Laurence Bates
 Joy Cohen Shavitz
15 Sterling Jerins
16 Anita Kaye Hyman
17 Mary Berkelhammer
18 Joshua Ben-Gideon
20 Marian Ruderman
21 Kevin Ossey
22 Ellen Berlin
23 Jenny Kaiser
 Ila Rosenthal
 Justin Shapiro
24 Edna Rubenstein
25 Tyus Durant
26 Allan Jacobs
 Johannes Naudé
27 Sharon Ershler
28 Ron Garcia
 Talia Lasovsky
 David Meschan
 George Rubenstein
29 Paul Lieb
30 Darlene Davidson
 Janet Hampton

JUNE  ANNIVERSARIES 
2 Gary Grandon &  
 Jane Rosen-Grandon
 Neil & Sandra Kaye
 Roman &  
 Zhanna Loshinsky
3 Allan & Ellen Ross
4 Irving & Irene Cohen
 Doug & Brenda Dodd
 Jon & Marsha Glazman

 Arnold &  
 Caroline Grandis
 Leonard & Ellen Samet
6 Stanley Hammer &  
 Judith Cushman Hammer
 Leonard & Eva Kaplan
 Bradley &  
 Courtney Kamlet
7 Don & Adele Harris
8 Jeffrey Medoff &  
 Debra Silber
 Rick & Stacy Schneid
 Gary & Ellen Fischer
9 Victor &  
 Rose Ackermann
 Janet & Ron Hampton
10 Amit & Stacy Hampel
13 Eugene & Gail LeBauer
 Lewis Weinstock &  
 Marian Ruderman
14 Freddy &  
 Karen Weinberg
 Barbara Freedman Wand  
 & Mitchell Wand
15 Keith & Tracy Ross
 Nadav & Buffie Avital
16 Allan & Sara Jacobs
 Johannes & Anne Naudé
 Marc Samet &  
 Deborah Kintzing
17 Joshua & Ruth Hoffman
18 Howard & Lois Mezer
 David & Sue Polinsky
20 Robert &  
 Diane Falkowitz
21 Derek & Annette Davis
22 Samuel & Joan LeBauer
24 David & Wendy Massey
25 Jeffrey Katz &  
 Ila Rosenthal
 Leslie &  
 Dianne Schlanger
26 Frederic & Susan Siegel
28 Jacob Haislip &  
 Becki Davis-Haislip
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contributions
75th Anniversary Endowment 
in honor of 
Karen Sclare on the birth of her third granddaughter from 
Philip Silver 
in memory of 
Stuart Teichman from Karen Sclare 
 
Alan A. Leff Fund For Jewish Engagement and Spirit 
for yahrzeit of 
Harvey Yoffe from Karen Sclare 
 
Beth David Synagogue Endowment Fund 
for yahrzeit of 
Hyman Scheinberg from John & Michele Hanley 
in honor of 
Cheryl & Mark Davidowitz, on the birth of their grandson, 
Benjamin “Benny” Leo McClanahan from David & Judith 
Altman 
Rabbi Eli Havivi from Danny & Amanda Fonorow 
in memory of 
Ira Alan Gold, Brother of Jane Nichols from David & 
Judith Altman 
 
Eternal Light Fund 
for yahrzeit of 
Liesel Kahn from Carol Buterbaugh 
David Lefkowitz from George & Zelda Breslow 
Louis Kaplan from Phyllis Jerome 
in memory of 
Eugene Polinsky from Barbara Teichman 
Ira Alan Gold from Barbara Teichman 
Rosemarie Anchipolovsky from Barbara Teichman 
Sarah Pearlman from Elaine Marks 
Sheila Herman from Muriel Hoff 
Eugene Polinsky from Philip Silver
Rosemarie Anchipolovsky from Philip Silver 
Rosemarie Anchipolovsky from Beth David Sisterhood 
Eugene Polinsky from Beth David Sisterhood 
Ira Alan Gold from Beth David Sisterhood 
 
Hoff Camp Ramah Fund 
for yahrzeit of 
Ellen “Rio” Hoff Watson from Muriel Hoff 
 
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund 
in honor of 
Stanley Hammer on his birthday from Brett, Eric, Max, 
Rebecca, and Ozzy  
Rabbi Ben-Gideon’s deep knowledge, insight and patience 
in teaching newcomers to talmud study  
from Joan & Anschel Weiss 
Naming of Zelie Charlotte Morissette from Guillaume 
Simard-Morissette 
Laura Milgrim

sin of omitting, con’t from page 3

Christian traditions. It is essentially one of the earliest 
Israelite congregations in the United States according 
to historian and sociologist, Bruce Haynes. Although, 
there are now temples or tabernacles throughout the 
U.S., at the time the closest one to my grandmother 
was in East New York, Brooklyn. If you are NOT 
familiar with New Your City geography it is basically 
the equivalent of traveling to Durham or Chapel Hill 
from Greensboro on public transportation. With four 
young children, it was simply not an option. And so, my 
grandmother sacrificed her ability to transmit her faith 
tradition to her first four children in order to ensure 
they had access to some form of religion. 

My mother, her 
two sisters, and 
bother would 
instead attend 
the neighborhood 
Presbyterian church. 
It wasn’t until my 
aunt, the youngest 
of the five children, 
was born that 
my grandmother 
would re-introduce 
this Jewish faith 

tradition back into the family. This story is not a 
secret, but it was also not talked about as I grew up. It 
wasn’t until I was in college that I started to reflect in 
conversations with my Jewish friend that the pieces 
of my family’s complex religious history started to fall 
in place. For example, I realized that my family never 
spent Christmases in New York, in fact I can’t recall 
ever seeing a tree in my grandparent’s apartment, or 
how at a certain time during the year a large not quite 
cracker-like bland thing would appear in the pantry. 
Let me pause here and be very clear: this is not story 
of how the sacrifice my grandmother made can be 
viewed as an unintentional sin. The sin of convenient 
forgetting and the guilt from the easy omission of my 
grandmother’s religious faith is mine.

I have no regrets in choosing to convert and embracing 
the Jewish traditions and people as my own, but I 
DO regret not sharing my grandmother’s story and 
now the story of my aunt more with my own kids. 
I regret dismissing my aunt’s request that I spend 
time exploring our family’s religious origins before 
converting. By not sharing this aspect of their heritage 
I am aiding in the omission or erasing of an integral 
part of Ruby Pace Brown. In not sharing or intentionally 
remembering the memory of my grandmother’s 
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faith and spiritual home, I am leaving out the very 
scaffolding and courage that I used to embrace 
my journey. A journey that has led me here to this 
moment where I am humbly standing before you 
today. The decision to convert, to shift what and 
how you know things is not easy. It is a sacrifice that 
takes courage, and that courage I inherited from my 
grandmother.

Nearly my whole 
Jewish existence 
intersects with 
my role as a wife 
and mother. Two 
roles that require 
the sharing, 
encouraging, 
sustainment, 
and modeling of 
what it means 
to be Jewish. 
I think Nadav 

would agree that I am usually the one carving 
out the Jewish space within our family; carefully 
crafting opportunities for memories that our boys 
can lean into as they navigate their own Jewish 
identities. I offer this admission of my omission 
not only because this week’s parsha requires us 
to think about our acts and to develop a plan to 
atone for our guilt but also because our community 
has an opportunity today to reflect on and right 
our collective unintentional sin of forgetting and 
omission.

We are not a people that forget easily. In fact, our 
strength and faith are forged in the fact that we do 
not. From Torah reading to Yahrzeits, our calendar 
is marked with opportunities to intentionally 
remember. That is why I believe that the act of 
forgetting through omission or simply over time is an 
unintentional sin. 

So, what or should I say whom have we omitted. 
We have inadvertently forgotten and unintentionally 
omitted through silence and missed opportunities 
to both honor and remember the Women of Beth 
David’s Charter. I believe women have always 
been instrumental in establishing, maintaining, 
and sharing religious traditions. However, our 
contributions are just beginning to receive 
the recognition and acknowledgement they 
deservedly have earned. As a community, we still 
appear to tentatively approach and demand this 
recognition. Even our Amidah is printed in such a 
way that gives us the chance to opt out of or opt 
in to acknowledging the critical importance of our 

peoples’ matriarchs. 

Perhaps, on this Women’s Shabbat, we may 
collectively embrace a path forward that centers the 
critical importance of the women, who in partnership 
with their husbands and each other, had the courage 
to establish our Jewish space. Our space to create 
memories and opportunities to share our faith 
traditions and heritage with future generations. 
Perhaps by remembering them we will also challenge 
ourselves to remember the women throughout our 
lives that have shaped our own Jewish journeys.

I think I have perhaps given an answer to that first 
question about the unintentional sin and guilt from 
forgetting. Now, on to the second part: how do we 
atone for it?

I will be honest and admit that I am not sure. But I do 
believe it starts by saying their names: 

Rose Abrams 
Eugenie Jacobs 

Mona Bines 
Beatrice Karesh 

Helen Cohen 
Elsie Karesh 

Rosalie Cohen 
Stella Levin 

Edythe Davidson 
Blanche Lyon 

Mary Freedman 
Fannie Marks 

Evelyn Goldman 
Jean Prago 
Sylvia Gray 

Jennie Samet 
Vivian Greenberg 
Charlotte Samet 

Sophie Guyes 
Sadie Stadium 
Ida Isaacson 
Rose Stern 

Ida Isaacson 
Goldie Zager

May their memories and the echo of their names 
forever be a blessing to us all, may their courage 
and commitment to our Jewish community never 
be hidden again. And to my grandmother, Mrs. Ruby 
Pace Brown I hope I honor your memory and faith 
with my realization and embrace that even though 
my journey was vastly different than yours I did make 
it back to the religious home you never lost sight of.

Thank you and Shabbat Shalom.
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 BETH DAVID SYNAGOGUE DONATION OPPORTUNITIES
 I am delighted to donate $                      (minimum $25.00) 
     in memory     in honor     yahrzeit     recovery     other
 Of
 Please direct my donation to the fund specified below and send an acknowledgement.
 To: 
 Address: 
 From: 
 Address: 
 Email:                Phone: 
 Please acknowledge my contribution by email     Yes     No

 � Eternal Light Operating Fund

 � George & Muriel Hoff Camp

 � Ramah Scholarship Fund 

 � The Evelyn and Joseph Robinson 
Family Fund for Operational Use

 � Michael Berkelhammer Fund

 � Frahm Endowment Fund

 � Alan Leff Fund for Jewish 
Engagement & Spirituality

 � Beth David Building Fund

 � Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund

 � The Bootsie and Harold 
Gutterman “A Gracious Plenty 
Fund: Feeding Greensboro”

 � Bible ($108)

 � Tree of Life Leaf ($72)

 � Brick for Simcha Walkway ($180)

 � Yahrzeit Plaque ($360)

 � Bernard and Nancy Gutterman 
Fund for Visiting Scholars

 � Tanger-Nehmen Family Education 
Fund

 � 75th Anniversary Endowment


